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Our Story
Play and Store Founder, Chantal was a child
of the sea always mesmerized by collecting
shells and beautiful beach rocks. She
always referred to nature as being the
world's most creative designer. As a child
her dream job would be to become a
archeologist or work for National
Geographic.

Chantal moved from Holland to Spain to live
with her surf-loving husband. Now a family
of four, they love spending time at the ocean
just as Chantal did as a child. You can
always find their two sons surfing and near
the water.

When the idea of Play and Store was born, it
was very important to Chantal to create the
highest quality, non toxic family products
that would last for years to come as well as
be able to give back to a part of her life that
had given her so much - the ocean. Play and
Store believes in keeping the oceans clean,
helping marine animals and leading the way
to a better future to our next generations.



Giving Back 10%
of Every Purchase
With every purchase from our website, we
give back 10% to non-profits organizations
such as the Hawai'i Wildlife Fund, The Ocean
Cleanup, and Ocean Conservancy. These
organizations help to keep our beaches
clean and protect marine life around the
world.

We believe that contributing even a "little
grain of sand" can help to achieve a better
world for future generations both on land
and sea.

Play and Store has supported:

HAWAI'I WILDLIFE FUND

OCEAN CONSERVANCY

THE OCEAN CLEANUP





Premium Lunch Bag

COLORS: BLACK/ CAMEL

Our premium lunch bag has a large space inside to carry food or drinks and keep it both
cold and hot. 
Our cooling bag is made out of non-toxic, water resistant, wipe clean materials and can
be carried on the shoulders or worn as sling bag. This way, you're left hands free to carry
your little one!

The entire premium line stands out for its elegant and modern design, raising the level of
the product with the golden metallic details.



Premium Lunch Bag
PAS-014-009

CAMEL

Premium Lunch Bag
PAS-014-007

BLACK

Our Premium Lunch Bag includes an inside
mesh pocket to easily store your cutlery or even
money and cards  to keep everything inside
organized and easy to get to the beach, play and
store.
Also a shell name tag so your lunch bag can not
be lost.



Premium Beach Bag

COLORS: BLACK/ CAMEL

Our Premium Beach Bag mantains the elegance and avant-garde design of the Premium Line
using non-toxic and water resistant materials and is wipe clean on the outside. The bag is square
shaped with a wide inner space allowing all of your family's towels, lunch, toys and more to fit
perfectly inside. We have added a mesh bottom so that wet or sandy items can be carried without
bringing the beach home with you. At the same time it allows air to flow through towels and
bathing suits inside, drying them out rather than keeping the moisture in.



The bag is equipped with a wallet inside to separate
your belongings from wet towels or any type of beach
items. It also includes a shell wallet to store your
money, keys and cards. Keep everything inside
organized for easy access to enjoy more time with
your family at the beach.

Premium Beach Bag Premium Beach Bag
PAS-015-009

CAMEL

PAS-015-007

BLACK



Document Holder

COLORS: BLACK/ CAMEL

Our document holder is perfect for carrying our little ones' documents. It has 5
compartments of different sizes inside to store all types of documents. As for its
design, it maintains the elegance of the Premium line. Our Document Holder is made
out of non-toxic, water resistant materials and is wipe clean.



For safekeeping, our premium document
holder includes a shell styled name tag where
you can write your information.

CAMEL

Premium Document Holder
PAS-016-007

BLACK

Premium Document Holder
PAS-016-009





Take us to the shore, play and store



Beach Bag

COLORS: BEIGE / PINK / BLUE

Our innovative Beach Bag is transparent and square shaped with a wide inner space
allowing all of your family's towels, lunch, toys and more to fit perfectly inside. We've
added a mesh bottom so that wet or sandy items can be carried without bringing the
beach home with you. At the same time it allows air to flow through towels and bathing
suits inside, drying them out rather than keeping the moisture in. 

With the AIJU security certificate, our Beach Bag is made out of non-toxic, water resistant
materials and can be carried on the shoulders or worn as sling bag. This way, you're left
hands free to carry your little one!



Beach Bag
PAS-001-001

BEIGE

Beach Bag
PAS-001-002

PINK

Beach Bag
PAS-001-003

BLUE

Our Beach Bag includes a shell coin purse to easily
store your money and cards and pairs perfectly with our
Storage Bags to keep everything inside organized and
easy to get to the beach, play and store.



STYLES: SEALS / SHARKS / SAND / SHELLS

Our mini backpack is perfect for your mini one. This kid-friendly backpack has reinforced
padded handles, adjustable chest strap, and outside storage pocket for a bottle. For
safekeeping, we've added a shell name tag where you can write your information.
Features front and inside pockets as well. Made of non toxic materials and is wipe clean
on the outside.

Mini Backpack



Sharks Mini
Backpack
PAS-005-004

Sand Mini
Backpack
PAS-005-005

Shells Mini
Backpack
PAS-005-003

Seals Mini
Backpack
PAS-005-010

For safekeeping, our mini
backpack includes a shell styled
name tag where you can write
your information.



STYLES: SEALS / SHARKS / SAND / SHELLS

Our kids lunch bag mantains food either hot or cold. Made of non toxic materials and is
wipe clean and water repellent. 
It includes an extra compartment on the front side and a mesh pocket inside to place a
drink bottle. 

Kids Lunch Bag



Sharks Kids
Lunch Bag 
PAS-018-004

Sand Kids
Lunch Bag  
PAS-018-005

Shells Kids
Lucnh Bag 
PAS-018-003

Seals Kids
Lunch Bag 
PAS-018-010

Our kids lunch bag is spacious
enogh to hold your kids
lunchboxes, fruit, waterbottle
and cutlery. It is made of non
toxic materials and is wipe clean. 
It´s adjustable strap converts the
lunchbag in a backpack,
handbag or shoulder bag for
mums and dads to carry it also.



The Beach Backpack features long adjustable straps with a label inside to write your
name and telephone number.

Beach Backpack

STYLES: SEALS / SHARKS / SAND / SHELLS



Sharks Beach
Backpack
PAS-003-104

Sand Beach
Backpack
PAS-003-005

Shells Beach
Backpack
PAS-003-103

Seals Beach
Backpack
PAS-003-010

Our beach backpack is quick
drying, made with a mesh
bottom so that wet sandy toys
can be carried without bringing
the beach home with you. It
allows airflow throught. Made
with non toxic materials.



Beach Mould Set



Our Beach Mould Sets are made with 100% food grade
silicone, each Play and Store beach mould set is made
up of four fun shaped moulds. Includes a cotton mesh
storage bag for holding. BPA free and dishwasher safe.

Animals Beach
Mould Set
PAS-012-011

Fruits Beach
Mould Set
PAS-012-012

Sea Beach
Mould Set
PAS-012-013



COLORS: CORAL / BLUE / BEIGE

Baby Tableware Set



Baby Tableware Set
PAS-013-003

CORAL

Baby Tableware Set
PAS-013-004

BLUE

Baby Tableware Set
PAS-013-005

BEIGE

Made with 100% food grade silicone, the Play and Store tableware set is made up of four
pieces: plate, bowl, glass and spoon. BPA free, dishwasher and microwave safe. Includes a
cotton mesh storage bag for easy traveling and storage.



COLORS: LIGHT / DARK

Bath Toys Set

Made with 100% food grade silicone, the Play and Store bath toys set is made up of five
animal-shaped toys, ingraved with numbers, so your little one can learn to count.



Bath Toys Set
PAS-011-012

LIGHT

Bath Toys Set
PAS-011-011

DARK

They can be divided in two parts for easy
cleaning. Includes a cotton mesh bag for
storage. BPA free and dishwasher safe.



Toilet Bags

STYLES: SEALS / SHARKS / SAND / SHELLS

Designed to add a little bit of organization into your family's life, these bags can be taken to the beach,
used to store toys or turn into a first aid kit. They can be used to separate travel essentials in a suitcase, or
thrown in your bag for a pool day to carry your beaty essentials.



Sharks Toilet Bag
PAS-004-004

Sand Toilet Bag
PAS-004-005

Shells Toilet Bag
PAS-004-003

Our canvas Toilet Bag makes the
perfect travel companion. The
bag features a spacious main
section with zipper closer and
inside pocket for smaller items.

Seals Toilet Bag
PAS-004-010



STYLES: SHARKS / SAND / SHELLS
SIZES: SMALL / MEDIUM / LARGE

Our Storage Bags come in three different sizes - small, medium and large. The bottom
part is made out of mesh, that allows for continuous airflow and prevents mold or
moisture from forming and dirt from gathering. These bags were designed for travel -
ideal to take on a trip to the beach or organizing at home!

Storage Bags



Our detangling hair brush was created as the perfect beach day accessory. Throw this lightweight brush in
your bag to get rid of those post-swim tangles. The brush bristles help to painlessly take out knots and
vented design quickly drys so you do not have to worry about moisture collecting. The paddle style brush
features an open vented design. Perfect for taking the beach, or pool.

Sharks Storage Bag
PAS-002-004

Sand Storage Bag
PAS-002-005

Shells Storage Bag
PAS-002-003

SMALL / MEDIUM / LARGE SMALL / MEDIUM / LARGE SMALL / MEDIUM / LARGE

Detangling
Hair Brush
PAS-009-006

WHITE

Detangling
Hair Brush
PAS-009-008

PINK

Detangling
Hair Brush
PAS-009-007

BLACK



Contact us

www.playandstore.com
hello@playandstore.com

@playandstore

THOUGHTFULLY-DESIGNED
IN SPAIN

http://playandstore.com/
mailto:info@playandstore.com
https://www.instagram.com/playandstore/

